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Employer’s duties when an injured employee
begins the road to recovery:

Remind Recovery @ Work Coordinator and supervisors of the injured
employee’s physical limitations. Re-enforce that they are NOT to push the
injured employee to exceed the limitations prescribed.  If you fail to closely
follow the physician’s limitations, you could damage your credibility with
the physician that could increase the length of future disability and
increase your overall costs.
Offers of temporary alternative duty should be mailed first class certified,
with a confirmation receipt with a stamped, self-addressed envelope for
returning.
Train the employee in the new position, if necessary.
Do not violate union contracts. Maintain contact with union representatives
throughout the process.
Get medical restrictions from treating medical providers even if the injured
employee isn’t quite ready to return to work.  Be proactive and be
prepared for the release.  Don’t wait to have the release in hand before
you begin your process.  Delay of even days cost you money.  Time is
money.
Continue to pay the injured employee at their regular rate of pay. Consider
doing so even if the employee is working partial hours. This will help you
avoid paying lost wage benefits and, in many states, reduce future
settlements. (Be sure to advise your third-party administrator if applicable.)
Ask injured employee for continual feedback on the temporary alternative
duty positions starting with the first week after your first offer of temporary
alternative duty work.  Attempt to identify any obstacles to remaining in
position through 'care-phrased' questions. 
Provide feed-back to the physician regarding the progress the injured
employee is making at the temporary alternative duty position to make
sure the physician is getting both sides of the ‘story’.  It also conveys the
concern you have for your injured employees.

Upcoming Events

CWCA Institute
December 3-4 Atlanta

CWCA Institute
Jan 11-12 Las Vegas

MWCA Institute
Jan 13-14 Las Vegas

CWCA Institute
April 11-12 Dallas

MWCA Institute
April 13-14 Dallas

CWCA Institute
Aug 22-23 Asheville

MWCA Institute
Aug 24-25 Asheville
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Do you submit to be a winner?
 
Do your submissions zoom you to the top of the Underwriter’s pile?
 
You know Comp. Do your underwriters know how well you know comp?
BOR top of mind. Always.

Make your submission easy for the underwriter to follow1. 
Include detailed Table of Contents2. 
Briefly, yet with specific details, describe why the company should accept
this employer

3. 

List the steps you’ll take to make this employer profitable for the company4. 
Include brief, yet eloquent, overview of employer’s industry & company.
You know the insurance company will conduct its own research. No
shading of facts.

5. 

Detail loss prevention recommendations of current carrier with those
implemented. Include detail and reasons about recommendations not
implemented

6. 

Provide specific details on loss run injuries with steps taken to prevent
re-occurrence

7. 

Detail safety program with necessary manuals8. 
Provide safety committee meeting minutes and results of discussions9. 
Confirm to insurance company you’ll serve on safety committee for at least
first policy year

10. 

Touring the facility/jobsite etc. include video interview with a “C” Suite
member and injury prevention team member, if employer has in house
safety.

11. 

List major treating medical providers, as well how employer swings into
action when an employee suffers an on the job injury

12. 

 
 Post Symposium Thoughts
 
The Symposium is so awesome!
 
To see so many CWCA sharing information with each other and building
relationships is exciting! There are a few things I noticed that I think apply to
almost all of the CWCA Community.
 
1) You aren’t getting paid what you’re worth.

Ralph Whitehurst discussed this during his session. He has very
successfully set up a separate, non-licensed entity to provide needed
services to his clients. Makes it easy to charge what you’re worth. Many
CWCA’s are providing these services as “value added” which means
you’re working for free!

 
2) Your very best clients are ripe for the picking by your competition.

Your largest and best clients are likely eligible to enter a captive, but they
probably aren’t there. As long as you leave them in the standard market, you
have to constantly fight to keep them away from your biggest competitors.
Owen Taylor and Tim Dickinson at Owen Dunn Insurance discussed how
they have focused on getting their best clients into captives, making them
almost completely impenetrable. 

 
3) You should be doing seminars

Start small. It’s the easiest way to get in front of multiple prospects and
demonstrate your expertise in workers’ comp. Randy and Dustin Boss were
kind enough to share their employer seminar with us at the Symposium and
it was dazzling! 
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You can get access to these three sessions along with the rest of the very
impressive slate of agents we interviewed at Symposium 2015 on
MyAdvisorTools.com. If you attended the Symposium or have already purchased
access to the recordings, you’ll see them there. If you don’t have access, you can
get it for only $199.

Save the date for Symposium 2016!
November 13-15 in Memphis.

Click Here to Register Now to Receive Early Bird Pricing

PO Box 5437 Asheville, North Carolina 28813 United States (828) 274-0959
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